For years emergency personnel struggled with receiving timely weather warnings from a dedicated and reliable source. The warnings were sometimes late, sometimes false, and worst of all, sometimes not received. This problem lead to the question “when do we activate our sirens, pagers, or emergency action plan?”

The key ingredient in the new STORM SENTRY Weather Monitoring System is software that interprets and understands weather data. The STORM SENTRY has revolutionized the emergency notification market by making weather / emergency notification easier, faster, and best of all, AUTOMATIC.

Take all the information from the National Weather Service and put it in one place, your office. Best of all, do all this for one small cost; no monthly or yearly contracts. A one time purchase of the hardware and software buys the user a lifetime of weather security.

Call today and let us help you explore what is possible with the STORM SENTRY. From Sentry Siren, the makers of the world’s most trusted warning sirens, comes the future of early warning technology.
Storm Sentry Basic

- Brand Name Desktop PC with the latest Windows software, speakers, and Printer
- Large LCD Monitor with stand
- Weather Message Software Package
- Gibson Ridge Radar Package
- NWS Level 3 Radar Package
- NWS Polygon Warning System tracking
- Map and Message format display of Warnings
- No subscriptions or contracts

Storm Sentry Advanced

- Brand Name Desktop PC with the latest Windows software, speakers, and Printer
- Wall-mounted 42” Monitor or two 24” desk-mounted Monitors
- Satellite dish and EMWIN data receiver for wireless ingest of National Weather Service information
- Siren Encoder and InfoStorm Activation Software for automatic siren activation.
- Gibson Ridge level 3 radar package
- NWS Polygon Warning System tracking
- Map and Message format display of Warnings
- No subscriptions or contracts
- Onsite programming, setup, and training
- Lifetime technical support and remote access

Storm Sentry EPIC

- Sentry EPIC IPAWS Interface
- Brand Name Desktop PC with the latest Windows software, speakers, and Printer
- Wall-mounted 42” Monitor or two 24” desk-mounted Monitors
- Satellite dish and EMWIN data receiver for wireless ingest of National Weather Service information
- Siren Encoder and InfoStorm Activation Software for automatic siren activation.
- Gibson Ridge level 3 radar package
- NWS Polygon Warning System tracking
- Map and Message format display of Warnings
- No subscriptions or contracts
- Onsite programming, setup, and training
- Lifetime technical support and remote access

Integrated lightning detection and exterior weather stations also available. Please call for details.

*based on Sentry Siren field tests.